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Religion) Religions) Religious
Jonathan Z, Smith
n the second earliest account of the "New World" published in English, A
Treatyse of the Newe India (1553), Richard Eden wrote of the natives ofdle
Canary Islands dut, .oAt Columbus first comming thether, the inhabitantes
went naked, without shame, religion or'knowledge of God," In the same year,
toward the beginning of the first part of his massive Cn}',ica del Pent (1553),
the conquistador historian Pedro Cieza de Leon described the north Andean
indigenous peoples as "observing no religion at all, as we understand it (no . ..
rcli...lfion algtma, d 10 que mtmdemos), nor is there any house of worship to be
found." \Vhilc both were factually incorrect, their formulations bear witness to
the major expansion of the use and understanding of the term "religion" that
began in the sixteenth century and anticipate some of dle continuing issues
raised by that expansion: (I) "Religion" is not a native category. It is not a first
person term of selt:characterization. It is a category imposed from the outside
on some aspect of native culture. It is the other, in these instances colonialists,
who arc solely responsible for the content of the term. (2) Even in these early
formulations, there is an implicit universality. "Religion" is thought to be a ubiquitous human phenomenon; therefore, both Eden and Cieza find its alleged absence noteworthy. (3) In constructing the second-order, generic category "religion," its characteristics arc those that appear natural to the odler. In these
quotations dlis familiarity is signaled by the phrases "knowledge of God" aJld
"religion ... as we understand it." (4) "Religion" is an anthropological not a
theological category. (Perhaps the only exception is the distinctively American
nineteenth-century coinages, "to get religion" or "to experience religion.") It
describes human thought and action, most frequendy in terms of belief and
norms of behavior. Eden understands the content of "religion" largely in the
fanner sense ("without ... religion or knowledge of God"), whereas Cieza articulates it in the latter (Uno religion ... nor ... any house of worship").
The term "religion" has had a long histol}', much of it, prior to the sixteenth
century, irrelevant to contemporary usage. Its etymology is uncertain, although
one of the three current possibilities, that it stems from dle root * leig meaning
"to bind" rather than from roots meaning "to reread" or "to be careful," has
been the subject of considerable Christian homiletic expaJlsion from Lactantius's
Dil,ine Imtittltes (early fourth century) and Augustine's On TrIte Religioll (early
flfdl century) to William Camden's Britannia (1586). In both Roman and early
Christian Latin usage, dle noun forms re!igio/ religiotIeS and, most especially, the
adjectival re/igioStis and the adverbial religiose were cultic terms referring primarily to the careful performance of ritual obligations. This sense survives in the
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English adverbial construction "religiously" designating a conscientious repetitive action such .15 "She reads the morning newspaper religiously." The only
distinctively Christian usage was the fifth-century extension of this cultic sense
to the totality of an individual's life in monasticism: "religion," a life bound by
monastic vows; "religious," a monk; "to enter religion," to join a monastery. It
is this technical \'ocabulary that is first extended to non-Christian examples in
the literature of exploration, particularly in descriptions of the complex civilizations of Mesoamerica. Thus Hernan Cortes, in his second Carta de Reiaei(m
(1520, 64), writes ofTenochtitlan:

recorded as "antiquities," to lise the term employed by Columbus. They raised
no particular issllcs for thought. But ritual, especially when it seemed similar to
Christian practice or when it illustrated categories of otherness such as "idolatry" or "cannibalism," gave rise to projects of comparative and critical inquiries.
Similarity and dificrence, witll respect to ritual, constituted a puzzle that required explanation by appeals to old patristic, apologetic charges of priestly
deccit or to equally apologetic, patristic theories of accommodation, demonic
plagiarism, ditlusion, or degeneration. In the case of belief and myth, "their"
words were primary; Witll ritual, "our" account superseded theirs.
Some two centuries later, this essentially Camolic understanding of "religion" in dose proximity to ritual has been decisively altered. Samuel Johnson, in
his Dictiollm-y oftbe Eltglish Langtlage (1755), defines "religion" as "virtue, as
founded upon reverence of God, and expectations offuture rewards and punishments." The first edition of tile Ellcyclopaedia Brita1mica (1771) titled its entry
"Religion, or Theology," defining the topic in the opening paragraph: "To
know God, and to render him a reasonable service, arc the two principal objects
of religion, ... Man appears to be formed to adore, but not to comprehend, tile
Supreme Being." Terms such as "reverence," "service," "adore," and "worship" in these sorts of definitions have been all but evacuated of ritual connotations, and seem more to denote a state of mind, a transition begun by Reformation figures such as Zwingli and Calvin who understood "religion" primarily as
"piety." The latter term takes on a less awesome cast in subsequent Protestant
discourse, for example, "Piety, a Moral vertue which causes us to have atlcction
and esteem for God and Holy Things" (Phillips 1696),
This shift to belief as the defining characteristic of religion (stressed in the
German prcference tor the term Glatlbe over Religi011, and in me incrcasingEnglish usage of "faiths" as a synonym for "religions") raised a host of interrelated
questions as to credibility and truth. These issues were exacerbated by the schismatic tendcncies of the various Protestantisms, with their rival claims to authority, as well as by the growing awareness of the existence of a multitude of articulate, non-Christian traditions. The former is best illustrated by the first attempt
to provide a distribution map for the various European Protestantisms: Ephraim
Pagitt's ChristianIJgraphie, or TIle Description of the Multittlde a1td SU1ldry Sorts
of Christians in the World Not Sttbject to tile Pope (1635), The latter is the explicit
subject of the anthropological work by Edward Brerewood, Enqtliries Touching

This great city contains many mosques [mezqztitas, an eleventh century Spanish loan word from the Arabic, masjidj, or houses tor
idols .... The principal ones house persons of their religious orders
(personas reitlTiIJsas de Stt secta) . .. ,All these monks (reiigiosos) dress
in black ... from the time they enter the order (ent1'lJ1t e1I la J'eligilm).
Cortes's relatively thoughtless language of assimilation is raised to the level of a
systemic category two generations later in the encyclopedic work of tile Jesuit
scholar Joseph de Acosta, The Natural and Moral History IJf tbe IlIdies (1590;
English translation, 1604). While the vast majority of tile occurrences of the
term "religious" refer to either Catholic or native members of "religious orders," sometimes expanded to the dual category, "priests and monks of Mexico"
(los sacerdotcs J rcli...lTiosos de Mexico), a number of passages strain toward a more
generic conception. The work is divided into two parts, with the latter, "moral
history," chiefly devoted to religion, governance, and political history. "Religion" per se is never defined. Its meaning must be sought in words associated
with it as well as its synonyms, For Acosta, "religion" is the belief system that
results in ceremonial behavior. "Religion" is "that which is used (que IlS1m) in
their rites." "Custom" (costtmtbre), "superstition" (supersticion), and "religion" (rdi...lTiim) form a belief series in conjunction with the action series of
"deed" (hecho), "rite" (rito), "idolatry" (idolatria), "sacrifice" (sacrificio),
"ceremony" (ceremonia), and "feasts" (fiestas y solemllidades).
"Religion" in relation to ritual practice became an item in an inventory of
cultural topics that could be presented either ethnographically in terms of a particular people, as in Eden or Cieza with reference to the "Indies," or in a crosscultural encyclopedia under the heading of "ritual" or "religion." The encyclopedic version is illustrated by Joannes Boemus's popular 01lwitlm gentium
mores, leges et ritus (1520), in which ritus was translated as "customs" in the
English translations by William Watrcman, 11,e Fardle of Faci(ms, COllteini1tg the
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the DiJ'ersity of Lallgltages and Religions throltgh the Chieft Parts of the Uflrld

unintended consequence. The myths and beliefs of other folk could simply be

(1614), which distinguished four "sorts" (i.e., "species") of the genus "religion"-"Christianity, Mohametanism, Judaism and Idolatry"-and provided
statistical estimates for "the quantitie and proportion of the pans of the earth
possessed by the several sorts" (1IB-19).lt is the qucstion of the plural religions
(both Christian and non-Christian) that forced a new interest in the singular,
generic religion. To cite what is perhaps the first widely rcad English book to
employ the plural in its title, Ptlrchas His Pil!frimage; or, Relations of the World
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Atmcimte J,[mmers, ClIstomes altd Lawes of the People Inhabitillg the Two Partes
of the Earth (1555) and by Edward Aston, 11Je Manners, Lall's and Cllstoms of
all Natiolls (1611), and by Sebastian Muenster's Cosmographiae Imiversalis . .. :
Item (mmillmgC71tium mores, leges, religio (1550). This focus on ritual had an
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and the RdilliollS ObscrJ'cd ill All Ages and Places Discm'ercd, "The true Religion
can be but one, and that which God himse1fe teacheth[,] ... all other religions
being but strayings from him, whereby men wander in the darke, and in labvrinthine errour" (Purchas 1613, sig. D4r). What is implicit in Purchas bec~mes
explicit in later seventeenth- and eighteenth-century debates concerning "natural religion," a term that became common only in the latter half of the seventeenth century, beginning with works such as the one by the prolific Puritan
controversialist Richard Baxter, TIu Reas01lSoftIJe CIJristilw Religion (1667), in
two parts: "Of Natural Religion, or Godliness," and "Of Christianity, and Supernatural Religion." (Compare Baxter's earlier but congruent terminology, Of
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While Tindal acknow1cdges some relativity-"I do not mean by This that All
shou'd have equal Knowledge; but that All shou'd have what is sufficient for the
Circumstances they are in" (p. 5 )-his usual explanation for variation is the historical institution and wiles of "priestcraft":

Sm';'llT Fait", TImt It Is Not ()lI~V Gradtlally btlt Specifically Distinct from All
C01ll1ll1J11 Fait" [1658)).

As David Pailan (1994) has demonstrated, the notion of natural religion has
been employed in the literature "to designate at least cleven significantly different notions, some of which have significant sub-divisions" ranging from "religious beliefs and practices that arc based on rational understanding that all
people allegedly can discover for themselves and can warrant by rational reflection" to "that which is held to be common to the different actual faiths that have
been and arc present in the world." The former definition largely grew out of
intra-Christian sectarian disputation and relied primarily on processes of introspection; the latter arose from study of the "religions," and involved processes
of comparison. The essentially anthropological project of describing natural religion privileged similarity, often expressed by claims of universality or innateness; the explanation of dillcrence was chiefly historical, whether it emphasized
progressive or degenerative processes. This double enterprise had tile effect of
blurring the distinctions between questions of truth and questions of origins.
For example, the title of Matthew Tindal's fairly pedestrian but widely read
treatise, published anonymously as Christianity As Old as the Creati01I; or, The
Gflspd, a Republicatioll of tile Religion of Nature (1730; six printings by 1732,
and the BritiJ-IJ Museum General Catalogue lists more than forty replies in the
I 730s), contains early English uses of the terms "religion of nature" and "Christianity." Tindal argues:

lief of tile Existence ofa God, and the Sense and Practice of those Duties, which result from the Knowledge, we, by our Reason, have of
Him and his Perfections; and ofourselves, and our own Imperfections;
and of the Relations we stand in to him, and to our Fellow-Creatures;
so tllat the Religioll of Nature takes in every Thing that is founded on
the Reason and the Nature of Things. (pp. 3-7,13)

'J.

Religion either docs not concern the Majority, as being incapable of
forming a Judgement about it; or must carry such internal Marks of
its Truth, as Men of mean Capacity are able to discover; or else notwithstanding tile infinite Variety of Religions, All who do not understand the Original Languages their traditional Religions arc written
in, which is all Mankind, a very few excepted, are alike bound in all
Places to pin their Faitll on their Priests, and believe in Men, who
have an Interest to deceive them; and who have seldom lail'd to do
so, when Occasion serves. (p. 232)
In Tindal's self-description,
He builds notlling on a Thing so uncertain as Traditioll, which dif:
fers in most Countries; and of which, in all Countries, the Bulk of
Mankind arc incapable of judging; but thinks he has laid down such
plain and evident Rules, as may enable Men of tile meanest Capacity,
to distinguish between Religion, and Superstitioll. (p. iii)

·If God, then, Irom tile Beginning gave Men a Religion[,] ... he must
h.we giv'n them likewise sufficient Means of knowing it .... If God
never intended Mankind shou' d at any Time be without Religion, or
have lalse Religions; and there be but One True Religion, which ALL
have been ever bound to believe, and profess[,] ... All Men, at all
Times, must have had sufficient Means to discover whatever God design\1 they shou'd know and practice .... [He] has giv'n them no
other Means for this, but the usc of Reason .... There was from the Beginning but One Tme Religion, which all Men might know was their
Duty to embrace .... By [this] Natrlral Religio1l, I understand the Be-

When Tindal argued on logical grounds, the presumption of the unity of
truth, that natural religion "differs not Irom RCI'ml'd, but in the manner of its
being communicated: The One being tile Internal, as the Other the External
Revelation" (p. 3) he signaled the beginning of the process of transposing "religion" from a supernatural to a natural history, from a theological to an anthropological category. This process was complete only when the distinctions between questions of truth and questions of origin were firmly established. While
not without predecessors, the emblem of this transposition is David Hume's essay 17" Natural History of Religion, written between 1749 and 1751 and first
published in his collection Fotlr Dissertatio1lS (1757).
The question Hume sets out to answer in the Natural History is that of religion'S "origin in human nature." He begins by disposing of the innateness thesis. If "religion" is defined as "the belief of iJwisiblc, intelligent power," then,
although widely distributed, it is not universal, nor is there commonality: "no
two nations, and scarce any two men, have ever agreed precisclr in the same
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sentiments." "Religion" fails the minimal requirements for innateness, that it be
"absolutely universal in all nations and ages and has always a precise, determinate
object, which it inflexibly pursues." Therefore, "religion" is not "an original
instinct or primary impression of nature," and "the first religious principles must
be secondary." In addition, because they arc "secondary," religious principles
"may easily be perverted by various accidents and causes" (p. 25). In this opening move, a major thesis is forecast. There may well be a primary and valid human
experience that gives rise to the secondary religious interpretation, but the truth
ofthe experience is no guarantee of the validity of the interpretation.
The rich details ofHume's exposition need not concern us here but only the
argument with respect to this issue. "Polytheism or idolatry was ... the first
and most antient religion of mankind." Its origin must be sought in "the ordinary affections of human lite." Filled with anxiety, human beings seck the "unknown causes" that "become the constant object of our hope and fear." The
primary human experience, "hope and fear," becomes a secondary religious interpretation when these "unknown causes" arc personified through "imagination" (pp. 26, 31-33).

;

What Hume here raises is dIe issue of the adjectival torm "religious." What
sort of primary human experience or activity does it modify? What constitutes its
distinctive secondary interpretation? How may religious interpretation be assessed in relation to other sorts of interpretation of the same experience or acth'ity? The "religious" (the unknown that the scholar is seeking to classify and
explain) becomes an aspect of some other human phenomenon (the known). As
Walter Capps (1995, 9) has argued, in the eighteenth-century Enlightenment
debates "the goal of the inquiry was to make religion intelligible by discovering
precisely where it is situated within the wide range of interactive human powers
and faculties." In which of the genera of common individual human capacities is
dle religious a species? Most frequently, the religious is identified with rationality, morality, or feeling.

A different set of taxonomic questions were raised by tile "religions" and became urgent by the nineteenth century: Arc the diverse "religions" species of a
generic "religion"? Is "religion" the unique beginner, a lIIm11mmgmlls, or is it
best conceived as a subordinate cultural taxon? How might the several "religions" be classified?
The question of the "religions" arose in response to an explosion of data.
Increased mastel)' of non-European languages led by the latter part of the
eighteenth century to a series of translations and editions of religious texts. Missionaries, colonial ot11cials, and travelers contributed ethnographic descriptions.
Encyclopedias of religions, lexica, and handbooks (the latter, frequently bearing
the title" Hist0l)' of Religions") were produced to organize these materials. One
of dIe earliest handbooks, Historische-theolo~qischc Bericht vom Umerschied der
Religionen die Hellte ZII Tage a rtf Erdc1J sind, by dIe Lutheran scholar Johann
Heinrich Ursin (1563), focused heavily on the various Christian denominations,
establishing a pattern that holds to the present day: that the history of me major
"religions" is best organized as sectarian histol)', thereby reproducing the apologetic patristic heresiological model. By the time ofBrerewood's Euglliries TOllehill,g tbe Diversity of Langllages and Religions (1614) this horizon had been
extended to require inclusion of not only Christian data but also Jewish, Muslim, and "idolatl)'." This fourfold schema was continued by other writers from
the seventeenth centul)' (for example, Guebhart Meier, Historia religi01ltmz,
ChristiatJae, Jlldaeae, Gentilis, Malmmedanae [1697]) until well into the nineteenth century (Hannah Adams, A Dictionary ofAll Religions and ReltlJiolls De1lOmillatiolls, JelVish, Heatbm, Mahometall, alld Christial', A,zcient atld Modern
[1817]; David Benedict, History of All Reltqiolls, As Divided ima Paganism,
MaiJometism, jlldaism, and Christianity [ 1824 J; J. Newton Brown, Encyclopedia
ofReligiolfs KllOlI'le(qe: or, Dictionary . .. Contl1i"ill,g Definitiom ofAll Religiolls
Terms; All Impartial Accolmt of the Principal Christia" Dmomillatiom that
have Existed in the Hbrld from the Birth of Christ to the Presmt Day with their
Doctrines, Reli,.qiotlS Rites atld Ceremonies, as lVell as those of the jelPs, Mohammedam, and Heathm Natiom, together lJIith the Mantlers and Customs of the East
[1835b]; Vincent Milner, Religiolls Detlominatiom of the llilrld: Comprisitlg a
General View of the Origin, History and C01lditiOIJ of the Various Sects of Christiam, the jews, and Mabometans, As \%11 as tiJe Paga1' Forms ofReligion Existing
in the Dijferetlt Countries of tbe Earth [1872 D. The bulk of the subsequent expansion occurred in Brerewood's fourth category, "Idolatry," with data added
on Asian religions and on those of traditional peoples. Beginning \vith Alexander
Ross, Pamebeia; or A View ofAll Religions ill the lWJrld from the Creation to These
Times (1614), there was a steady stream of reference works that undertook this
task, including Bernard Picart and J. F. Bernard, Ceremonies et cOlltumes de tOilS
pe:lples d:1 monde (1723-43); Antoine Banier, Historic gbleral des cerbnonies,
moellrs, et COlUmll/:S religieuses de tOilS les pellples du monde (1741); Thomas
Broughton, An Historical Dietiollary of All Religions, from tbe Creatio" of the
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There is a universal tendency amongst mankind to conceive all beings
like themseh'es, and to transfer to e\'el)' object those qualities, with
which they are f.1l1liliarly acquainted, and of which they arc intimately
conscious.... No wonder, then, that mankind, being placed in such
an absolute ignorance of causes, and being at the same time so anxious concerning their future fortunes, should immediately acknowledge a dependence on invisible powers, possest of sentiment and
intelligence. The unknolPn callSes, which continually employ their
thought, appearing always in the same aspect, are all apprehended to
be of the same kind or species [as themselves]. Nor is it long before
we ascribe to them thought, and reason, and passion, and sometimes
even the limbs and figures of men, in order to bring them nearer to a
resemblance with ourselves. (pp. 33-34)
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World to the Preswt Time (1742); Christopher Meiners, Grtmdriss der Gesell;e"te aller Re/ig;ollw (1785) and AIlgemei"e kritische Gesch;chte der Religi01lm
(1806-7); John Bellemy, The History of All Religiom (1812); and Benjamin
Const3nt, De la religion eomideree dans sa SOllree, ses formes et ses developpemmts

(1824-31). This undertaking invented the familiar nomenclature, "Boudhism"
(1821), "Hindooism" (1829, which replaced the earlier seventeenth-century
usages "Gentoo [from "gentile"1 religion" and "Banian religion"), "Taouism"
(1839), and "Confucianism" (1862). The urgent agendum was to bring order
to this variety of species. Only an adequate taxonomy would convert a "natural
history" of religion into a "science."
The most common form of classifying religions, found both in native categories and in scholarly literature, is dualistic and can be reduced, regardless of what
ditferentium is employed, to "theirs" and "ours." By the time of the fourthcentury Christian Latin apologists, a strong dual vocabulary was well in place and
could be deployed interchangeably regardless of the individual histories of the
terms: "our religion'Y"their religion," with the latter often expressed through
generic terms such as "heathenism," "paganism," or "idolatry"; "true religion'Y"false religion"; "spiritual (or "internal") religion'Y"material (or "external") religion"; "monotheism" (although this term, itself, is a relatively late construction )/"polytheism"; "religion'j"superstition"; "rdigion'Y"magic." This
language was transposed to intrareligious disputation with respect to heresies,
and later revived in positive proposals of originary recovery in Christian Renaissance hermetism as well as, most massively and insistently, in Protestant polemics
against Roman Catllolicism. As such, it was at hand for tile evaluation of tile
newly encountered religions beginning in the sixteenth century. Lifting up tile
fourfold enumeration of religions-Christianity, Judaism, Islam, and "Idolatry"-Christianity, in some imagination of its ideal form, became the norm in
which Judaism and Islam problematically share. Adopting a term from Muslim
discourse, these tllree "Abrahamic religions" form one set over and against an
undifferentiated other:
It is indeed probable, that all the idolatrous systems of religion,
which have ever existed in the world, have had a common origin, and
have been modified by the different fancies and corruptions of different nations. The essence of idolatry is every where the same. It is
every where "abominable" in its principles and its rites, and every
where the cause ofindescribablc and manifold wretchedness. (Brown
1835a, 229)

(as in "nature worship") and the placement ofiliese two terms in a chronological
relationship.
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The clements of nature were ... the first divinities of man; he generally has commenced with adoring material beings.... Everything
was personified .... Natural philosophers and poets [later distinguished] nature from herself-from her own peculiar energiesfrom her f.lculty of action. By degrees they made an incomprehensible being of this energy, which as bctixe tile), personified: this
abstract metaphysical being they called the mover of nature, or God.
(Mirabaud 1770, 2: 4)
,
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The initial problem tor a classification of the religions is the disaggregation of
tllis category.
One of the more persistent stratagems was the conversion of the epistemological duality natural/supernatural into a characterization of the object of belief
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This simple schema of two religions could be greatly extended by the addition
of intermediate stages in the temporal series.
Nineteenth-century anthropological approaches focused on increasing me
number of "natural" religious categories, especially for "primitive" peoples,
those held to be "nature peoples" (Nattlrvolker). Often mistermed evolutionary,
these theories conceded no historical dimensions to those being classified but
rather froze each ethnic unit at a particular "stage of development" of the
totality of human religious tllOught and activity. "Natural" religion was segmented into fetishism, totemism, shamanism, anthropomorphism, preanimism,
animism, family gods, guardian spirits, ancestor worship, departmental gods, to
name but a few. If the category "natural" were to be taken as including not only
"primitives" but "antiquity," a set of peoples with whom tile scholar more
readily identified, then a meager note of historical dynamism would be introduced. For example, A. M. Fairbairn in his St"dies ill tile Philosophy of Religion
a11d History (1876) divided "Spontaneous or Natural Religions" into two
classes, "Primitive Naturalisms" (which included, among otllers, "primitives"
and the "early" Greeks, Hindus, Teutons, and Slavs) and "Transformed Naturalisms" (e.g., "later" Greeks and Romans, Egyptians, and "ancient" Chinese).
The "high religions," which could be designated "spiritual," required a
different technique for tlleir division, one that recognized history. One proposal,
establishing an alternative duality that remains current to this day, was set forth
by the distinguished American Sanskritist, W. D. Whitney (1881,451): "There
is no more marked distinction among religions than the one we are called upon
to make between a race religion-which, like a language, is the collective product of the wisdom of a community, tile unconscious growth of generationsand a religion proceeding from an individual founder." He cites as examples of
the latter, Zoroastrianism, "Mohammedanism," Buddhism, and Christianity,
noting that tile latter may be described as "growing out of one [Judaism] that
was limited to a race." Whitney here makes clear tile dilemma posed by tile study
of the "religions" from the perspective ofthe spiritual. The older fourfold enumeration of tile three "Abrahamic religions" plus "Idolatry" required revision .
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Judaism was to be demoted in that from .1 Christian apologetic perspcctivc, it
was the very type of a "fleshlr religion"; Buddhism was to be promoted because
in the two-century history of the Western imagination of Buddhism, it had become the very type of "spiritual religion."
Fairbairn adjusted his model such that the ultimate duality was between
"spontaneous or natural religions" and "instituted religions," with the latter
having two classes, each characterized by the same powerfully positive Protestant
term: "Reformed Natural" (including the archaic religion of Israel ["Mosaism"]' Zoroastrianism, Confucianism, Taoism), and "Reformed Spiritual," limited only to the new triad (Buddhism, "Mohammedanism," and Christianity).
All other "religions" fell into one of three classes of "natural," the repI.lCemellt
teml for the older category, "idolatry."
The most enduring device was the invention of the taxon "world" or "universal rcligions," a division that appeared to recognize both history and geography. The term was introduced and placed in a classificatory scheme that synthesized previous taxonomic divisions in a work that stands as the first classic in the
science of religion, Cornelius Petrus Tiele's work Olltli11e of tlJe History of Reli·
gion to the Spread of U71iversal ReligiollS (1876), and was reworked in Tide's
article "Religions" in the ninth edition of the E7zeyciopaedia Britamzica (1884).
Tiele's "morphological" classification, which schematizes the "stage of development" each religion has "attained," has as its fundamental principle of division
"natura! religion" and "ethical religion," which he self-consciously correlates
with 'Whitney's distinction between "race religion" and "founded religion."
"Natuml religion" has three families, one of which has two genera. The first
family comprises "polydaemonistic magical religions under the control of animism." To this class "belong [all] the religions of the so-called savages or uncivilized peoples." Recognizing, perhaps, the effects of colonialism, he adds
that their present forms arc "only degraded remnants of what they once must
have been."
The second family of "nature religions" is that of "purified or organized
magical religions," which Tiele terms "therianthropic polytheism," according to
which the "gods are sometimes represented in human form, more frequently in
that of an animal." These are politically divided into two families, "unorganized" (tribal) and "organized" (imperial). The "unorganized" include the
Japanese kami traditions, the Dravidians, the Finns, the "old Arabic religions,
old Pelasgic religion, old Italiote religions, Etruscan religion before its admixture
'with Greek elements, [and] the old Slavonic religions." The "organized" include
"the semi-civilized religions of America, ... the ancient religion of the Chinese
empire, ancient Babylonian (Chaldaean) religion, [and] the religion of Egypt. "
The third family, "anthropomorphic polytheism," is characterized by the
"worship of manlike but superhuman and semi-ethical beings" (the latter indicating that while the gods arc often represented as being concerned with good
and evil, the}' are also depicted as essentially amoral}. Belonging to this class arc
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"the ancient Vaidic religion (India), the pre-Zarathustrian Iranic religion, the
younger Babylonian and Assyrian religion, the religions of the other civilized
Semites, the Celtic, Germanic, Hellenic and Graeco-Roman religions."
Distinct from these "nature religions" arc those belonging to the second major division, "ethical religions," which are subdivided into "national nomistic
(nomothetic) religious communities" characterized by being "founded on a law
or holy scripture," that is, "Taoism and Confucianism ... Brahmanism, with its
various ancient and modern sects, Jainism and primitive Buddhism, Mazdaism
(Zarathustrianism) with its sects, Mosaism [and] Judaism," and "universalistic
religious communities," a class with pnl}' three members: Islam, Buddhism,
Christianity. They arc distinguished in not being devoted to the special interests
of a nation or people bllt to humankind in general; they arc proselytizing
traditions.
After discussing at some length the relative merits of the labels "universalistic," "universal," and "world religions," Tiele employs blunt imperialistic language to defend his use of "world religions" to
distinguish the three religions which have found their way to different races and peoples and all of which profess the intention to conquer the world, from such communities [that is, "national, nomistic
religions"] as are generally limited to a single race or nation, and,
where they have extended farther, have done so only in the train of,
and in connection with, a superior civilization. Strictly speaking,
there can be no more than one universal or world religion, and if one
of the existing religions is so potentially, it has not yet reached its
goal. This is a marter of belief which lies beyond the limits ofscientific
classification .... Modern history of religions is chiefly the history of
Buddhism, Christianity and Islam, and of their wrestling with the
ancient faiths and primitive modes of worship, which slowly fade
away before their encroachments, and which, where they still sunive
in some parts of tile world and do not reform themsel~'es after the
model of tile superior religion, draw nearer and nearer to extinction.
Furthermore, he apologetically insists, the three "world religions" are not on an
equal plane. Islam "is not original, not a ripe fruit, but rather a wild offshoot of
Judaism and Christianity," "in its external features [it] is little better than an
extended Judaism." Buddhism "neglects the divine" and while "atheistic in its
origin, it very soon becomes infected by the most tUltastic mythology and the
most childish superstitions." Christianity "alone preaches a worship in spirit and
in truth ... the natural result of its purely spiritual character, Christianity ranks
incommensurably high above both its rivals." Despitc the latter assertion, Tiele
insists that "we are giving here neithcr a confession of faith nor an apology....
we have here to treat Christianity simply as a subject of comparative study, from
a scientific, not from a religious point of view." (Tide 1884,20: 358-71.)
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Later scholars expanded the number of world religions to seven by collapsing
Tide's two classes of "ethical religions" in an odd venture of pluralistic etiquette:
if Christianity and Islam count as world religions, then it would be rude to exclude Judaism (ironically, the original model for the opposite type, "national
nomistic religions"). Likewise, if Buddhism is included, then Hinduism cannot be ignored. And again, if Buddhism, then Chinese religions and Japanese
religions.
I t is impossible to escape the suspicion that a world religion is simply a religion
like ours, and that it is, above all, a tradition that has achieved sufficient power
and numbers to enter our history to form it, interact with it, or thwart it. We
recognize both the unity within and the diversity among the world religions
because they correspond to important geopolitical entities with which we must
deal. All "primitives," by way of contrast, may be lumped together, as may the
"minor religions," because they do not confront our history in any direct fashion. From the point of view of power, they arc invisible.
Attempting to avoid such strictures and suspicions, other scholars have turned
to ;llternative modes of classification. Following the implied correlation in Brerewood's Enquiries ToIIChi1Zg the Diversity of Lallgtlllges alld Religious, F. Max
~HilIer (1873, 143) arb'ued "that the only scientific and tmly genetic classification of religions is the same as the classification oflanguages," while Brerewood's
interest in statistics has led to geographical taxonomies, either demographic
(Haupt 1821 is an early example) or in terms of spatial distribution (for example,
Deficmtaines 1948). Others combine these elements with ethnographic classific;ltions maintaining that any particular "religion derives its character from the
people or race who develop it or adopt it" (Ward 1909,64). All of these result
in projects describing "the religion of" such and such a geographical region or
fi)lk, arguing that these eschew the imposed universalisms or barely disguised
apologetics of their predecessors in the name of a new ethic of locality that often
filVors native categories. Thus, Clifford Geertz introduces his early work TIle Ret(lJioll ofJava (1960) by emphasizing the copresence of nativistic, Islamic, and
"Hinduist" elements, arguing that "these three main subtraditions ... arc not
constructed types, but terms and divisions the Javanese themselves apply. . ..
Any simple unitary view is certain to be inadequate; and so I have tried to
show ... variation in ritual, contrast in belief, and conflict in values" (pp. 6-7).
What remains uncertain is what he intends by the singular religion in his title.
As in the eighteenth centuI}', so too in the late twentieth do the issues attending the religions force the definitional question ofrcligion. Two definitions command widespread scholarly assent, one essentially theological, the other anthropological. Paul Tillich, reversing his previous formulation that religion is concern
fi>r the ultimate, argued that
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religion, in the largest and most basic sense of the word, is ultimate
concern ... manifest in the moral sphere as the unconditional seri-
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ousl~ess of mo~1 demand[,J ... in [he realm of knowledge as the
passIOnate longmg for ultimate reality[,J ... in the aesthetic function
of the human spirit as the infinite desire to express ultimate meaning." [Religion is not a] special function of man's spiritual life, but
the dimension of depth in all its functions. (1959,7-8)

~:

As Tillich '5 earlier concern with topics such as idolatrY and the demonic should
~ug~est, this is not as generolls and open ended a defutition as might seem to be
In~~hed. TI~ere are insufficient, inadequate, and false convictions of "ultimacy."
Tdhch has In fact provided a definition of the religious, as a dimension (in his
case~ the ultimate, unconditioned aspeCt) of human existence. This is explicit in
Wilha~n A. Ch~istian's reformulation: "Someone is religiolls if in his universe
~lere I~ s.omethlllg to which (in principle) all other things are subordinated. Be109 rehglOus means having an interest of this kind" (1964, 61). If one removes
Tillich's and Christian's theological criteria (as, tor example, Robert D. Baird
suggests i~ C:ateg.ory Formati011 arzd the History of Religions [1971]), then it
becomes difficult If not impossible to distinguish religion from any other ideo~ogical cat~gory. This.....:ould be the direction that Ninian Smart (1983) points to
III suggestmg that rehglon be understood as "worldview," with the latter understo~d as a system "of belief which, through symbols and actions, mobilizers] the
feelings and wills of human beings" (pp. 2-3).
The anthropological definition of religion that has gained widespread assent
among scholars of religion, who both share and reject its fimction.alist frame, is
that formulated by ~lclford. E. S~iro (1966, 96), "an institution consisting of
cul~urally ~~tterned ~nteractJon widl culturally postulated superhuman beings."
ThiS defimtlon reqUIres acceptance of a broad dIeOI}' of cultural creation signaled by the phrases "culturally patterned" and "culturally postulated,': ~nd
places hum~n cultural activ~ti:s or institutions as the sIlmmzUlzgmtIJ and religion
as a sub<:>rdInat~ taxon. ThiS IS made plain in Spiro's formulation that "religion
ca~ be dIfferentiated from other culturally constituted institutions by virtue only
of Its rcfcrenc~ t? superhuman beings" (p. 98). Subsequent rdonnulations by
scholars of rehglOn have tended either to remove this subordination (for example, Penner 1989) or to substitute "supernatural" for "superhuman" (as in
Stark and Bainbridge 1987).
It was once a tactic of students of religion to cite the appendix of James H.
Leuba's Psycl;otogicat Study (}f /{eI(lJioll (1912), which lists more than fifty definitions of relig~on, to demonstrate that "the ctfiJn clearly to define religion in
short compass IS a hopeless task" (King 1954). Not at all! The moral of Leuba is
not that religion cannot be defined, but dlat it can be defined, with grcater or
l~ss:r succcss, more than fifty ways. Besides, Leuba goes on to classif)' and evaluate
IllS list ofdefinitions. "Religion" is not a native term; it is a term created bv scholars
for their intellectual purposes and therefore is theirs to define. It is a seco~d-order
generic concept that plays dlC same role in establishing a disciplinary horizon tha~
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